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I. INTRODUCTION

I
WAS accidentally introduced to plasma physics in 1971, when I attended a Physics department colloquium at the University of Iowa given by Dr. R. Stern of Bell Labs. At the time, I was a newly tenured Associate Professor and was doing laboratory experiments on the Mössbauer effect following Coulomb excitation with a Van de Graaf accelerator. If the talk had been given at a plasma seminar, I would not have attended. Dr. Stern presented measurements he had made of electrostatic shocks in a double plasma (DP) device. I realized that there was a whole world of measurements to be made and that they were relatively easy to do. Furthermore, they looked like they would be fun to do. After the talk, I went down to the machine shop and asked my favorite machinist if we had any cylindrical chambers suitable for constructing a DP device. Based on what was available, we sketched out a device, which he began to construct during the following week. Since I had tenure at the time, it was easy for me to switch from nuclear physics to plasma physics even though I had never had a class in plasma physics before. In general, it is not a good idea to change fields, even if you have tenure. But it was a good choice for me.
At the time, it was only 48 years, since Langmuir [1] had proposed the term plasma, so there were still plenty of questions that were not well understood. Over the years, Manuscript received November 2, 2015; accepted December 2, 2015. Date of publication January 13, 2016; date of current version April 8, 2016 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, and in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TPS.2015.2508744 Fig. 1 . Schematic of the DP device described in [2] .
I discovered that some logical assumptions and models were correct while many others were not. In this paper, a variety of examples are presented both of experiments that verified previous theories for the first time and of experiments that showed previous theories to be incorrect. I have found that the work that is more than 20 years old is often forgotten. So, here, I will describe a number of results that were understood more than 20 years ago, but that are now no longer remembered.
II. DOUBLE PLASMA DEVICE The DP device [2] was introduced in 1969 at University of California, Los Angeles in Bob Taylor's Ph.D. thesis. The DP device shown in Fig. 1 consisted of two plasma sources (target and driver) separated by a floating screen. The plasma in each source was produced by a large array of negatively biased filaments heated to electron emission. This approach produced a relatively uniform isotropic plasma that was reasonably quiet. The plasma potential in the target and driver chambers was determined by the wall bias of these chambers, which were insulated from each other. The negatively biased screen separated the driver/target electrons.
Using a DP device, it is easy to create steady-state ion and electron beams. Applying a positive bias to the driver injects a steady-state ion beam into the target plasma and a steady-state electron beam into the driver. The ion beam occurs because the ions in the driver chamber fall into the target. Note that they are not extracted by the screen. A pulsed-ion beam can be created by applying a pulse bias to the driver chamber. Representative parameters determined by a Langmuir probe and an ion energy analyzer are shown in Fig. 1 . Note that T i was measured by a gridded energy analyzer, and T e /T i was typically measured to be 10. TO DETERMINE PLASMA PARAMETERS The use of Langmuir probes to determine plasma properties in nondrifting plasmas is well known. The use of probes in 0093-3813 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
III. LANGMUIR PROBES CAN BE USED
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. plasmas where ion beams and electron beams are present is less well known. Although I have described such operations previously [3] , they are briefly addressed here.
First, consider the idealized I -V characteristic curves. For a planar disk probe, where the radius of the probe r probe is much greater than the Debye length λ D , in a nondrifting plasma and neglecting the ion saturation current, the I -V characteristic is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The electron temperature T e /e is given by the difference in potential between the potential of the knee and the potential at the intersection of the line tangent to the I -V characteristics and the horizontal axis of a linear plot, as shown in Fig. 2(a) [3] . The electron density n e is proportional to the saturation current I sat .
In the presence of ions and finite λ D /r probe , there is sheath expansion above the knee and negative electron current for large negative probe bias V bias . In Fig. 2(b) , the ion current is exaggerated. At the floating potential V f , the electron current balances the ion current, so there is no net current. V f is often used as a measure of the plasma potential V p . However, many people do not realize that there are many situations when V f is not a good measure of V p . A common example is plasmas with electron beams.
In the presence of a uniform electron beam, normal to the probe, an additional knee appears near the energy of the electron beam E beam /e. In this case, the floating potential V f can be very negative and, thus, is no longer a good estimation of the plasma potential. The corresponding I -V characteristic curve is shown in Fig. 2(c) . In Fig. 2(c) , λ D /r probe is assumed to be small. Knees on the I -V characteristics of the Langmuir probes can indicate the plasma potential, electron beams, and, surprisingly, ion beams and ionizations [4] . Experimental data obtained with a DP device showed the presence of electron and ion beams, as well as ionization, as shown in Fig. 3 . The knees associated with the plasma potential V p are shown in Fig. 3 .
When the probe is biased an ionization potential above V p in a higher pressure plasma, electrons originating one ionization mean free path from the probe can produce ionization.
One might expect that ion beams would look very different from electron beams because they are oppositely charged. Data for ion beams are shown in Fig. 3(c) . Note that the traces in Fig. 3(b) and (c) are very similar looking. Why is this so? When the probe is biased sufficiently positive to reflect the incoming ion beam, there is a substantial increase in positive space charge associated with reflected ions in front of the probe. The reflected ions form a virtual anode in front of the probe. The probe does not detect these ions; rather, it sees a large increase of electrons that are sucked in by the positive space charge. The increase in electron current associated with the space-charge effect due to reflecting the beam is much greater than the decrease in ion current associated with the reflection of the ions that also appears as a net increase in electron current.
It is only with the knowledge of the plasma potential that one can distinguish ion beams from electron beams. The plasma potential for the experiment shown in Fig. 3 was identified by using the DP device to gradually introduce the ion beam or electron beam into the plasma. Later, it became apparent that the best way to determine the plasma potential was to use the emissive probe, which will be addressed later in this paper.
The data in Fig. 3 and the curves in Fig. 2 are for planar probes. However, many experimentalists use cylindrical probes. It is important to note that the cylindrical probes also behave as planar probes when n e is very high, so λ D /r probe 1.
IV. SECONDARY EMISSION ON FLOATING POTENTIAL
Secondary electron emission looks like an ion collection on the Langmuir probe I -V traces, and the floating potential changes as a result.
The secondary electron coefficient is the ratio of the emitted electron current to the incident current bombarding a surface. Coefficients are sensitive to the surface cleanliness, incident beam angle, beam energy, and surface material. The experiments described here made use of clean tantalum probes with normal incident electron beams.
The secondary electron emission coefficient for tantalum increases almost linearly with increasing incident electron energy from 20 to 500 eV, and reaches a value of 1 at 250 eV, a maximum of 1.3 at 600 eV [5] . In the presence of energetic primary electrons from negatively biased filaments in DP-like plasmas, the net Langmuir probe electron current can cross zero for more than one bias.
Measurements of floating potential are often measured with high-impedance voltmeters with impedance R on the order of 1 M . The load line V = IR is shown in Fig. 4 . The data in Fig. 4 were obtained with a 5-cm-diameter Ta Langmuir probe. If I e data were taken with a 0.6-cm-diameter probe, I e would be similar in shape but reduced by the probe area ratio of 70. This can be represented by reducing the scale by 70. On this scale, the rescale load line V = IR is multiplied by 70, as shown schematically in Fig. 4 . It is apparent that the large probe is much more successful at measuring the true floating potential and that probes that are too small do not detect the presence of more than one floating potential and, thus, provide inaccurate measurements of the true floating potential.
Langmuir probe I -V characteristic curves, for eV bias much more negative than T e /e, that correspond to plasmas containing primary electrons with the maximum energies of 100, 200, and 300 eV are shown in Fig. 4 . For 100 and 200 eV, there is only one floating potential. When E p is 300 eV, there are three intersections with I e = 0, i.e., there are three floating potentials.
For small negative probe bias, the primary electrons reaching the probe lose little energy and give rise to significant electron emission. As the bias is made more negative, the secondary electron emission is reduced. For a large negative bias greater than the primary energy/e, the ion current dominates and increases with an expanding probe sheath.
If the probe floats at ϕ f where d I e /dV > 0, and the potential is perturbed positively, then the probe draws more electron current that decreases the voltage across the capacitance between the probe and the ground, thus reducing the perturbation. If the probe floats at ϕ f where d I e /dV < 0, and the potential is perturbed positively, then the probe draws less electron current that increases the voltage across the capacitance, thus increasing the perturbation. Since ϕ f is unstable when d I e /dV < 0, two of the floating potentials are stable and one is not! This means that if a Langmuir probe is biased to a voltage more negative than ϕ f 1 , and the bias is removed, it will remain at ϕ f 1 , while if it biased more positive than ϕ f 3 , it will float at ϕ f 3 when the bias is removed. Clearly, the floating potential is not necessarily a good measure of the plasma potential.
V. LINEAR WAVES, SOLITONS, PSEUDOWAVES
The majority of experiments carried out with DP devices were nonlinear wave experiments, and my first experiment in plasma was a study of ion-acoustic solitons [6] .
Square pulses were applied to the DP driver chamber, and signals were detected by a planar Langmuir probe in the target chamber. The probe was positively biased above the plasma potential to detect the electron saturation current proportional to the electron density n e . Probe data as a function of the amplitude of the applied pulse are shown in Fig. 5 .
Low-amplitude pulses with e V /T e 1.0 resulted in a low-amplitude squarish pulse together with a nonpropagating direct coupled signal. Moving the probe and recording the arrival times established that the pulse propagated at the ionacoustic velocity c s = (T e /m I ) 1/2 . As the applied pulse amplitude is increased (with a fixed pulsewidth), the pulse velocity increases, and the leading edge sharpens into at least one narrow pulse (curves b and c) that can be identified as a soliton. The soliton (or solitons) increases in amplitude and speed with increasing applied voltage, reaching a maximum amplitude when the applied voltage is approximately equal to the electron temperature in electronvolt (curve c). Larger applied pulse voltages result in reduction in amplitude, broadening, and the emergence of new pulses (pseudowaves) [6] , [7] . The pseudowaves are particle bursts rather than waves, with velocities equal to (2e V /m i ) 1/2 .
VI. ION-ACOUSTIC SOLITONS I first learned about the relationship of nonlinear ion-acoustic waves to the Schrödinger equation from Prof. D. Montgomery, who had learned about them at Bell Labs. At the time, I knew much more about the Schrödinger equation than I did about ion-acoustic waves, so it was an ideal first experiment for me. It had been shown that the ion-acoustic waves could be described by the Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation that was derived to describe nonlinear shallow water waves
The solution of the KdV was predicted to be, and verified by computer simulation
where j = (δn 0 /n 0 )g j and g i = |E j |/V 0 . E j < 0 is the j th negative eigenvalue of the Schrödinger equation
] δn 0 /n 0 , and of width a(2) +1/3 , where a is the spatial width of the laboratory pulse in units of λ D . It is important to realize that each eigenvalue corresponds to a soliton. The square-well potential dip in the Schrödinger equation corresponds to the compressive (positive) pulse excited in the plasma
. T e is the electron temperature in eV, m i is the ion mass, and e is the electronic charge. 
VII. SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION AND SQUARE WELL
The three eigenvalues for a comparable square well are shown in Fig. 6 . Wider or deeper wells have more eigenvalues.
The Langmuir probe data in Fig. 7 showed agreement with the KdV equation [6] in predicting the number of solitons that emerge from the initial rectangular pulse as the pulse propagates. As the width of the pulse is increased, one, then two, then three solitons emerge from the initial square pulse. The predictions from the Schrödinger equation for the appropriate potential well are also shown in Fig. 7 . It was argued that the ion-neutral collisions slowed the arrival of the solitons labeled 2, 3, and 4.
VIII. CYLINDRICAL SOLITONS
The earth appears to be flat but we know it is spherical. On the other hand, only planar solitons had been identified. So, I asked the question: can cylindrical solitons exist? Theorists said no. It appeared that it would be easy to launch low-amplitude cylindrical ion-acoustic pulses. This was accomplished with a cylindrical plasma device shown in Fig. 8 . Two concentric cylindrical grids separated the driver from the target plasma in the left half of the device. Applying a positive gate pulse to the outer cylinder raised the outer cylinder plasma potential and launched an ingoing wave. As the wave propagated, the amplitude grew. Eventually, the wave collided with itself on the axis.
Cylindrical soliton-like objects were detected, as shown in Fig. 9 [8] . It is not surprising that at large radii, the cylindrical nonlinear plasma density perturbations should resemble the planar density perturbations.
Both ingoing and outgoing solitons were detected. Near the axis, multiple soliton-like objects were detected. No singularity was observed at the origin. It is likely that this was a consequence of the fact that the cylinders are not ideal cylinders. It is also apparent that the cylindrical soliton-like objects survive head-on collisions near the axis. Surviving collisions is one of the identifying properties of planar solitons. 
IX. HOW DOES THE PLASMA POTENTIAL GET FROM ONE POINT TO ANOTHER?
There are many ways for the potential to get from a high potential to a low potential. A variety of possibilities are shown in Fig. 10 . I was aware of ion-rich sheaths labeled a when I began my plasma studies. Over the years, I have spent a lot of time studying plasmas in which the other possibilities were present. The challenge of these studies has been to establish the appropriate diagnostic to measure the spatial variations of the plasma potential and the ion velocity distribution function (IVDF) and the electron velocity distribution function. In most cases, λ D is an important scale length. For many of these structures, Langmuir probes are not good diagnostics because of the presence of electron and ion beams.
Curve a: Ion sheaths are the most common structure. They form to balance electron-loss fluxes and ion fluxes at plasma boundaries. In most plasma applications, these fluxes balance locally.
Curve b: Electron sheaths are often present near small [9] Langmuir probes biased more positive than the plasma potential to collect electron saturation current.
Curve c: A combination of curves a and b. It can occur in a normal plasma with a small probe.
Curve d: Double layers resemble an electron sheath connected to an ion sheath. They look like sheaths separated from boundaries. Sometimes they are present in the earth's magnetosphere [10] .
Curve f: An ion sheath plus a double layer. Curve g: Multiple double layers [11] . A double layer is shown schematically in Fig. 11 [12] . It differs from a sheath or a double sheath in that it need not be connected to a boundary. For the double layer shown, a bulk plasma with zero electric field on the high-potential side is bounded by an ion-rich ion sheath which then connects to an electron-rich sheath. The ion sheath resembles the usual sheath at a plasma boundary.
The ion and electron phase spaces showing the trapped (i.e., reflecting) and free (i.e., streaming) ions and electrons are shown in Fig. 11 . Montgomery and Joyce [13] showed that choosing any three of the four species could generate stable double-layer solutions: free and trapped ions and free and trapped electrons. This is an important result that now appears to have been forgotten. A theory deriving the location of the potential step did not exist at the time of the experiments and still does not exist Section XVI.
X. TRIPLE PLASMA DEVICE
The triple plasma device provided a way to produce laboratory double layers in an unmagnetized or uniformly magnetized plasma. The device we used in Iowa and then in Wisconsin is shown schematically in Fig. 12 . It differed from just adding an additional chamber and grid to the DP device described earlier in this paper in two respects. First, two grids separated each chamber. This allowed separate control of electron and ion species entering both sides of the central cell. Second, multidipole surface magnetic fields [14] produced by small cylindrical Alnico magnets provided primary electron confinement. The double-layer investigator (DOLI) triple plasma device provided separate control of ions and electrons at the left and right plasma boundaries. The plasma potential profile of a strong DL with eφ/T e 1 measured in my lab is shown in Fig. 13 [15] .
The identification of trapped and accelerated species and the measurement of the plasma potential were challenging. Consider the double-layer e-beams. Electrons created on the low-potential side are accelerated by the potential step to the right-hand side. Assuming energy conservation, a Langmuir probe must be biased by a negative potential equal to the double-layer potential step. The beam knee is then at the same potential as the knee associated with the electrons born on the high-potential side. The potential profile of a laboratory double layer is sensitive to boundary conditions as seen in Fig. 14 . The outer grids were biased at 0 V and the inner grids were biased to 15 V. Both anodes were held at ground. The only asymmetry was the end cell densities [16] .
XI. EMISSIVE PROBES An easy way to measure the plasma potential φ p is to identify it as the bias voltage of the knee of a Langmuir probe mounted in the plasma. This is easy to do with a planar disk probe in plasma with λ Debye r probe , where r probe is the probe radius. Another approach is to identify φ p as the zero crossing point of a differentiated I -V characteristic curve. Both of these approaches work well if the plasma is uniform, isotropic, and stationary. If these conditions are not satisfied, the conventional φ p measurements may not provide accurate measurements.
Conventional measurements of φ p with collecting Langmuir probes depend on the idea that the electron current saturates at a peak value when it is biased more positive than φ p . Emissive probes depend on the fact that when an electron emissive surface is biased above φ p , the emitted electrons are repelled by an electric field on the order of φ/λ Debye . On the other hand, when the probe is biased below φ p , the emitted electrons escape into the plasma. The net electron current to the probe is the sum of the collected electron current minus the emitted electron current, as shown in Fig. 15(a) . In a nondrifting plasma, both collected and emitted currents have inflection points at the same bias potential, as could be seen by taking the derivatives in Fig. 16 [17] . When plasma is drifting, the two inflection points do not agree! Note that the inflection point of the emissive probe trace still gives the plasma potential for a drifting plasma.
Data from a real plasma are shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b) . Note that the slope of the emissive probe trace is much larger than that of the collecting probe because the emitted electrons are much colder (0.3 eV) than the plasma electrons (2.1 eV).
Representative emissive probe traces are shown in Fig. 17(a) . The easiest technique most often used to measure φ p is to measure the probe floating potential in strong emission, i.e., with I e /I c 1. It is apparent, as shown in Fig. 17(a) , that the floating potential is approximately φ p [19] . Floating potential measurements do not require any probe biasing. Unfortunately, the strong emission can result in significant perturbations that change the local φ p . Another technique is to identify the point where I -V traces separate from each other as different emission levels distort the I -V trace differently at φ p , where emitted electrons start to escape. Measurement of the inflection point is the third technique. As shown in Fig. 17(b) , the inflection point depends on I eo /I co because of the perturbation of the plasma potential by the electron emission. By extrapolating to zero emission, φ p is identified. A recent paper demonstrated that the inflection-point technique in the limit of zero emission is the most accurate measurement of φ p [20] . This technique has been demonstrated to work in a very wide range of plasma parameters. This technique depends only on the plasma potential and, thus, is not fooled by the presence of beams. Other investigators have suggested that the technique in the limit of zero emission is equivalent to a collecting probe. This is true, but the I -V trace for finite emission allows one to distinguish φ p from noise in the system or drifting plasmas. This technique made it easy to distinguish the plasma potential when two knees were present in situations, such as those shown earlier in this paper.
XII. JI's LAW [21]
When we started investigating plasma processing in the early 1990s, plasma etching amounted to finding the right recipe. Consider the etch rate R of CF 4 /Ar etching of SiO 2 . Data in Fig. 18 show a complicated dependence on pressure and power of etching with an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) etch tool. It appears that the etch rate increases and then decreases with pressure except at the lowest power, where it only decreases with pressure. Overall, the etch rate increased with etch tool power.
A careful study with available diagnostics found a pattern to the etch rate shown in Fig. 19 . It is clear that there are two regimes of etching: 1) the etch rate is proportional to the etch ion density n F and 2) the etch rate is proportional to the ion energy flux J i E i . J i is the ion etch flux and E i is the average ion energy at the wafer. The curves drawn through the data are for constant etch rates.
The etch rate R of CF 4 /Ar etching of SiO 2 was modeled by Ji's law, named after Ji Ding [21] 
where J e is the neutral etch flux proportional to n F , A i is the wafer area, and K es is a constant. It was found that the ion flux can be provided by any positive ion. The equation can be derived by assuming R proportional to J i E i , to the surface coverage of reacting neutrals, and to the product of the neutral flux and the bare area [21] . This process is known as Langmuir kinetics [22] . Note that when J i E i /J e 1, R is proportional to J i E i and when J i E i /J e 1, R is proportional to J e , as shown in Fig. 19 .
XIII. DOES HIGH-DENSITY LOW-PRESSURE ETCHING DEPEND ON THE TYPE OF PLASMA SOURCE?
We found that the experimental answer is no, at least for CF 4 /Ar etching of SiO 2 . Graphing SiO 2 etch rate data from four different etch tools in our lab are shown in Fig. 20 . The tools were based on ECR, capacitive reactive ion etching, inductively coupled plasma, and helicon RF (HRF). Note that data from all four etch tools fall on the same line. These results show that the identical plasma parameters at the sheath-wafer boundary give rise to identical CF 4 /Ar etch rates of SiO 2 etching, independent of tool type [23] . This means that the choice of the type of etching tool depends on the experimental knobs available to tune parameters, the ease of access, the ease of construction, the cost of ownership, the ownership of patents, and the availability of maintenance. It does not depend on the type of tool.
XIV. FIRST AXISYMMETRIC TANDEM MIRROR [24]
The Phaedrus tandem mirror originally consisted of axisymmetric mirror central cell bounded by two minimum-B mirror end cells. The goal was to achieve central-cell plasma confinement by electrostatic potential barriers by providing density in bounding plug end cells. Energetic neutral beams were to provide end cell fueling and Magnetohydrodynamics stability by high plasma pressure in the minimum-B end cells.
As a leader of this program, I changed the emphasis to providing heating, fueling, and stability by using appropriate RF electric fields. The axisymmetric Phaedrus tandem mirror consisted of three axisymmetric magnetic mirror cells shown schematically in Fig. 21 and in a photo in Fig. 22 . Ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) was used to heat ions and electrons in the central and end cells. Central-cell fueling was by the ionization of hydrogen puffed into the center cell, and the end cell density was maintained by RF trapping of a fraction of the central-cell ion loss stream by end cell ICRH. Neutral beam injection was not used.
Axisymmetric magnetic mirrors are inherently unstable because they have regions of bad magnetic field curvature where the field lines are concave. Phaedrus B was the first completely axisymmetric tandem mirror. MHD stability was maintained by using radial ponderomotive force produced by a radial gradient in the applied RF end cell electric field. The ponderomotive force provided the stability by opposing the centrifugal force due to the field-line curvature. The net particle drift was then in the direction that would be due to good field-line curvature.
Central-cell line density, measured with a 4-mm microwave interferometer over two 17-ms discharges, is shown in Fig. 23 . The vacuum field strength was varied between shots with the RF frequency fixed at f = 680 kHz. Data for a central cell of B = 444 G are given in Fig. 23(a) . For Fig. 23(b) , B = 442 G. The remarkable result was that a 2% change in central-cell magnetic field drastically affected the MHD stability. This result was found accidentally and had not been predicted! The ponderomotive force can be written as
When ω − was varied by changing the magnetic field keeping ω fixed, the frequency went from below the cyclotron frequency to above it and the denominator changed sign.
XV. PRESHEATH IN UNMAGNETIZED PLASMAS
Following [25] , the plasma potential profile envisioned for an unmagnetized plasma when T e /T i 1 is shown schematically in Fig. 24 . It was conjectured that the presheath characteristic length is whichever of the following is shortest: the ion-neutral collision length λ n , the device dimensions, or the ionization length. My first presheath experiment in 1985 [26] investigated a low argon neutral pressure ranging from 8 × 10 −5 to 4 × 10 −4 torr, for which the device geometry was the presheath length. More recently, at higher neutral pressures, the ion-neutral charge exchange length has been the relevant characteristic length. My group has made use of emissive probes, Langmuir probes, and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) using diode lasers to make the first detailed studies of presheaths.
With one ion species and assuming that T e T i , the ion drift velocity v d at the sheath plasma boundary must be at least the Bohm velocity c s = (T e /m i ) 1/2 in order to satisfy Poisson's equation in the sheath. Note that the Bohm velocity is also the ion sound velocity in the bulk plasma v d = c s . The role of the presheath is to accelerate cold plasma ions to c s .
Before we did the experiment, Riemann [27] had argued that ions in weakly collisional plasma, in which the presheath characteristic length is the ion-neutral collision length λ n , are accelerated to the sheath boundary by the change in presheath potential e φ/T e = ( x/λ n ) 1/2 , where x is the distance from the sheath edge. Our experimental data [28] , shown in Fig. 25 , the first to show the potential profile in detail from the bulk plasma to the plasma boundary, supported Riemann's version of the accepted theory. In a collisionless plasma, the presheath potential drop is equal to T e /2e to satisfy the Bohm criterion, but increases as pressure increases. For the data in Fig. 25 , the potential Fig. 27 . Schematic of the multidipole chamber setup. The beam dump is represented by a gray dot on the plate electrode. Fig. 28 . Photograph of the multidipole chamber. Note that the permanent magnets were only mounted on the sidewall and that EP stands for emissive probe.
drop was approximately 0.8T e /e. The data were well fit by ( x/λ n ) 1/2 , as shown in Fig. 26 , for neutral pressure ranging from 0.3 to 1 mtorr [29] .
One unforeseen consequence of ion-neutral scattering and charge exchange in the presheath is that the ion temperatures measured by the gridded ion energy analyzer reflected ions born in different positions in the ion energy analyzer's presheath. This limits the minimum ion temperature measured by the gridded ion energy analyzer to approximately T i /T e = 0.1 even though T i = room temperature. Measurements with LIF have, since, found that the true ion temperature was on the order of magnitude of room temperature [30] .
One ion species presheaths in unmagnetized plasmas are now well substantiated. But what about plasmas with two or more ion species? With two or more ion species, Riemann [31] showed that ions must satisfy a generalized Bohm criterion Although the generalized Bohm Criterion is indeterministic regarding the drift velocities of individual ion species, there are two simple solutions: 1) all ions attain the same speed at the sheath edge and 2) each species attains its own Bohm speed. Solution 1) gives a common ion drift velocity at the sheath edge equal to the ion-acoustic speed of the system in a homogeneous plasma with no ion drifts, as in single-ionspecies plasmas, because the Bohm velocity c s is equal to the ion sound velocity. However, people have generally assumed that solution 2) always applied. A multidipole chamber, shown schematically in Fig. 27 , was employed to study the generalized Bohm Criterion [32] . A photo of the multidipole chamber is shown in Fig. 28 . Emissive probes in the limit of zero emission are the preferred diagnostic for measuring the plasma potential. By examining the point where the slope of the inflection-point voltage versus the emission current changes sign, the sheath edge can be identified [33] . Due to its nonperturbing nature and its high velocity resolution, LIF is the preferred diagnostic for measuring IVDFs when an appropriate laser can be found. A photo of the LIF setup is shown in Fig. 29 . However, with a single LIF scheme of ArII, it is impossible to measure directly the drift velocity of two ion species. Nonetheless, we found that the argon ions were drifting well above their own Bohm velocity at the sheath edge in an Ar+He plasma [34] , as shown in Fig. 30 . A family of Ar+ IVDFs is shown in Fig. 31 . Ar+ ions were found to be drifting close to the system sound velocity at the sheath edge.
The lack of He+ LIF diagnostic necessitated indirect measurements of the helium ion drift velocities. When only two ion species are present, the dispersion relation for the ion-acoustic wave
th, j depends only on the relative concentration of the two ion species and their drift velocities. The relative ion concentrations were determined from the ion-acoustic wave measurements in the bulk plasma where both ion species had zero drift velocities. LIF measurement of the argon ion drift velocity and the phase velocity of ion-acoustics waves as a function of position allowed us to infer helium ion velocities. The helium ion flow velocities were found to be in agreement with calculated mobility-limited flow, as shown in Fig. 32 . In addition, the helium ion flow velocities were found to be sub-Bohm at the sheath edge (c He = 5.12 × 10 5 cm/s) [35] , and approaching the system sound velocity. Thus, the heavier ion species were found to be drifting at higher than their own Bohm velocity at the sheath edge, and the lighter ion species were found to be drifting at lower than their own Bohm velocity at the sheath edge.
When we discovered an LIF scheme for XeII ions [36] , the direct measurements of ion drift velocities at the sheath edge for another two-ion-species plasma (Ar+Xe) were made possible. Results of direct IVDF measurements of both ions again showed that not only do they reach close to a common velocity at the sheath edge, but the drift velocities of both ion species also track each other as they traveled along the presheath. This result motivated the Baalrud-Callen-Hegna (BCH) theory, which argued that the two-stream instability caused by an ion drift velocity difference in the presheath increases ion-ion collisionality and pulls the two ion species' drift velocities together [37] , [38] . In general, it predicts that the ions reach close to a common sound speed when their concentrations are comparable and that they reach their individual Bohm velocities when their concentrations are very different. In particular, when ion masses are comparable, the theory predicts a critical velocity difference v c that the ions maintain
LIF measurement of Ar+ and Xe+ ion drift velocities at the sheath edge in Ar+Xe plasmas with a range of relative concentrations is shown in Fig. 33 together with preditions from the BCH theory [32] . As shown in Fig. 33 , the theoretical predictions are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. Note that the dashed-dotted lines corresponding to the system sound velocity, within errors, is in agreement with the argon ion drift velocities when the argon ion concentration is >50%. The earlier data with bigger uncertainties suggested that they might be equal. In addition, the data also showed that when concentration was very different, each species reached their individual Bohm velocity at the sheath edge. We first learned about this property from the theoretical predictions. Ion-ion instability was measured in Ar+Xe plasmas at higher T e , as shown in Fig. 34 . It was shown that the intensity of the instability depends on both the relative flow velocity and the relative concentration of the two species [32] . The result agrees with the theoretical prediction that the instability is strongest when the two ion species have comparable concentrations. This resulted in the strongest modification of the drift velocities to a common sound velocity. These experimental results also gave support to the BCH theory.
XVI. STORY OF THE PRESHEATH
IN MAGNETIZED PLASMAS Sheaths and presheaths in magnetized plasmas are expected to be similar to those in unmagnetized plasmas when boundaries are perpendicular to magnetic fields. When boundaries are at an angle, the situation becomes more complicated. Chodura [39] has provided an analysis of the interaction of a collisionless plasma with a boundary at an angle ψ. This model predicts that a conventional presheath accelerates ions parallel to the B field to c s in a conventional presheath. When c s is reached, the ion trajectories rotate in a magnetic presheath (MPS) until they become perpendicular to the boundary with a velocity in the direction of c s . Chodura predicted:
Even though ion-neutral collisions are neglected, Chodura's theory is often used to describe the weakly collisional plasmas near the boundaries of fusion devices. The ion motion is shown schematically in Fig. 35 .
In the first experimental test of Chodura's theory in a weakly collisional plasma, Kim et al. [40] making use of emissive probe measurements of plasma potential found that the presheath had a double structure composed of a collisional presheath and a magnetic presheath. The collisional presheath thicknesses were found to be insensitive to magnetic effects. The magnetic presheath thickness was found to be λ MPS = c s ω ci sinψ. B fields as high as 170 G were investigated. We designed the magnetized anisotropic ion-distribution apparatus (MARIA) [41] device to vary the angle ψ of a grounded conducting boundary shown on the left-hand side in Fig. 36 in order to check the validity of Chodura's theory in a weakly collisional plasma. Details of the end plate and LIF injection and collection are given in Fig. 37 . In MARIA, the argon plasma was produced by an HRF source in a uniform 1-kG magnetic field.
An unexpected double layer was found to occur in MARIA, as shown in Fig. 38 (arrows) . As the neutral pressure was increased, the double layer moved closer to the end plate. Fig. 39 shows that the double-layer separation from the end wall was equal to the presheath length, which was inversely proportional to neutral pressure [42] . A presheath model accounting for the ionization effects was derived. The predicted presheath length λ agreed well with the measured double-layer separation from the end wall [43] . It is likely that the location of the double layers in the triple plasma device described earlier is related to establishing an appropriate presheath on the high-potential side.
The experimental results for the MPS did not agree with Chodura's model [41] . The locations where the parallel velocity is predicted and measured to reach c s are separately shown in Fig. 40 . It is apparent that the prediction did not agree with the experimental data. In addition, the ion drift velocities perpendicular to the plate were never found to reach c s , as opposed to the predictions. Riemann provided a fluid model of the collisional presheath in a magnetic field. This model, enhanced by the inclusion of ionization and finite ion temperature, provided a good fit to [41] . Once again, it appears that the plausible models have been accepted by the community for a long period of time without anyone worrying about the experimental verification.
XVII. CONCLUSION: BASIC PLASMA PHYSICS CAN BE FUN
Over the course of 42 years working with plasmas, the fun has been to see if what I have been told in papers and books is true. It was always nice to find that the predictions were correct or just needed to be fine-tuned, but the real challenge and the excitement have been to discover that lots of assumptions and models that appeared to be plausible were not, in fact, valid or just were oversimplifications.
Sometimes experimental evidence supported existing theories that made the job easy. Compressive plasma density pulses evolve into n solitons corresponding to the number of eigenvalues n of the Schrödinger equation. Many ways were predicted for the plasma potential to go from values of a to b, and we verified many of them. However, the emissive probes were needed to sort out what was going on rather than the Langmuir probes. Double layers were demonstrated to depend on three or four trapped/free species. For single-ionspecies plasma, the bulk plasma-presheath-sheath model was validated for the first time, in agreement with Riemann's theory. Ions were shown to reach the Bohm velocity at the sheath/presheath boundary.
More often, our experimental results led to surprises. Knees in the Langmuir probe traces do not necessarily give the plasma potential; two knees can occur in many different ways, and only one of them may be the plasma potential. Floating potential is often not a good indicator of plasma potential. In fact, we discovered that there can be two different stable floating potentials at one location in the same plasma. Cylindrical solitons can exist. Emissive probes in strong emission lead to plasma potential perturbations, but that was solved by taking data in the limit of zero emission. Ponderomotive force was a happy surprise, and provided the only way to achieve an axisymmetric tandem mirror. Ji's law provided a simple way to describe what looked like complicated etch rate dependence. We showed that etch rate depends on plasma and neutral parameters rather than the type of etch tool. Unexpected instability-enhanced collisions were found to determine the ion loss velocities in two-ionspecies plasma. MPSs were found to be in disagreement with the commonly accepted theory. Double-layer structures were found one charge exchange length from the boundary of a helicon plasma in a uniform magnetic field.
Although it is now almost a century since the term plasma was first introduced, there are still many theories that have not been benchmarked, and many questions that still have not been explored. For example, there are many unverified theories describing sheaths and presheaths in collisional plasmas with collision lengths in the order of the Debye length. The consequences of collision-enhanced friction need to be investigated in multi-ion species plasmas. The role of energetic charge exchange neutrals in MPSs also should not be ignored. I look forward to having more fun with basic plasma physics, and I believe there is a lot more to do, and a lot more fun to be had, by the next generation, too.
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